LIEBERT ONLINE
A special presentation prepared for Members of CAUL
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., founded in 1980, is universally acknowledged for the establishment of authoritative publications in the most exciting and promising areas of biomedical research, biotechnology, clinical medicine and surgery, law, and science.
LIEBERT ONLINE

cutting edge titles

*Human Gene Therapy* is the leading journal in its field

*AIDS Research and Human Retroviruses* was launched before AIDS was designated as a serious threat to world health. This title, together with *AIDS Patient Care & STDS*, are essential for any country confronting the AIDS crisis.

*Vector Bourne and Zoonotic Diseases* deals with an increasingly widespread group of diseases—bartonellosis, dengue, Ebola, malaria, West Nile virus, and others, that pose serious threats to public health worldwide.

Other cutting-edge titles include, *Foodborne Pathogens and Diseases, Diabetes Technology & Therapeutics, Biosecurity and Bioterrorrism: Biodefense Strategy, Practice and Science, Journal of Women’s Health, Stem Cells and Development, and Journal of Palliative Medicine*
The Impact of our Titles

• Liebert publications not only contribute significantly to the literature but play an active and important role in the advancement of their respective fields.

• We actively seek out areas of embryonic endeavor and nurture them with the care and perseverance that only an independent, privately-owned company can provide.
LIEBERT ONLINE: a critical mass of information

By the end of the year 2005, there will be approximately 25,000 clinical, scholarly, and research papers from Mary Ann Liebert, Inc. Journals online, all fully searchable
LIEBERT ONLINE

Features

• Full searching capabilities

• Links from citations and references to bibliographic resources on the Web such as PubMed/MEDLINE

• True cross-title, cross-publisher document-to-document linking via the CrossRef digital switchboard service

• Open URL linking from abstracting & indexing services, and other databases

• Project Counter compliant Usage Statistics Package
LIEBERT ONLINE
Features & Policies Important to Libraries

• Access validation via I.P. address
• Indefinite archiving guaranteed
• Web pages can be branded with a banner of the organization providing access for users
• No limit on concurrent users
• Remote access allowed
LIEBERT ONLINE & CAUL

- Relationship with CAUL now in its 3rd year
- Members who opt in receive Special, Deeply Discounted Fee for the Content
- Licensing terms are library-friendly
Our Company Values

As an independent, family-owned company, we are able to negotiate quickly, with the mutually-shared goal of serving the information needs of the end-users.

As soon as our Liebert Online customized package is accept for 2006, we will give your library access to the remainder of 2005 free!